The electronic displays Conference (edC) is the established conference in Europe for promoting the dialogue and discussion between engineers, researchers, users and manufacturers/distributors in the field of electronic displays and systems equipped with displays. We are looking for contributions from research & development, and applications as well as market trends.

The audience covers the whole value chain: decision makers, engineers and industry professionals. Your presentation will be in the conference proceedings for long-term impact.

A huge additional benefit is the “electronic displays area” of the embedded world exhibition which runs in parallel to edC.

**Conference chairman edC**
Prof. Dr. Karlheinz Blankenbach
Pforzheim University
Display Lab
Tiefenbronner Straße 65
75175 Pforzheim, Germany
P +49(0)7231/28-6658
E-Mail: kb@displaylabor.de

**Conference organization edC**
Juliane Heger
WEKA FACHMEDIEN
Richard-Reitzner-Allee 2
85540 Haar, Germany
P +49(0)89/285 56-1155
E-Mail: jheger@weka-fachmedien.de

**CALL FOR PAPERS**

**edC + exhibition = double impact**

**INNOVATION IS THE KEY TO GREAT DISPLAYS AND SYSTEMS**
EDC TOPICS

TOPICS OF INTEREST INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:

- **Display Technologies**
  LCD, OLED, LED, e-paper, flexible displays, projection, micro-LEDs, Quantum Dots ...

- **Display Applications**
  E-signage, automotive, vehicular, avionic, consumer, industrial, information, medical, mobile, requirements ...

- **Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR/VR/MR)**
  Smart glasses, microdisplays, software, applications ...

- **Driving and Interfaces**
  Display and graphics controller, software, FPGA, LVDS, HDMI, embedded DisplayPort, SPI displays ...

- **Touch Screens**
  Techniques, technologies, software, optimisations, haptic feedback, gestures, touchless approaches ...

- **GUI and HMI**
  Software, methods, solutions, evaluation ...

- **3D Technologies and Applications**
  3D displays, reproduction, software, evaluation ...

- **Display Measurement and Metrology**
  Display and image quality, ambient light, lifetime ...

- **System Integration**
  Embedded systems, mechanics, lifetime, environmental conditions, ruggedizing, EMI ...

- **Display Subassemblies and Components**
  Backlight, surfaces, integration, power supply ...

- **Supply Chain**
  Quality assurance, customized displays, reliability, logistics, inspection methods ...

- **Market Data and Trends**
  Display technologies, touch, interfaces, applications, supply and demand, cost of ownership, investments ...

**WHY SUBMIT A PAPER?**

Get a large impact in the display community: electronic displays Conference is Europe’s largest conference on electronic displays and their applications. In 2024, the event was once again a complete success, crowned by a veritable record, more than 530 participants came to the edC.

The audience covers the whole value chain: decision makers, engineers and industry professionals. Your presentation will be in the conference proceedings for long-term impact.

Broaden your network: the well-established “author interviews” allow you to directly interact with interested attendees in an informal atmosphere at round tables. Posters are located in the coffee break area and are “highly visible” during the whole electronics displays Conference.

**CONFERENCE COMMITTEE:**

Prof. Dr. Karlheinz Blankenbach, Pforzheim University (Chairman)
Dr. Jan Bauer, University Karlsruhe
Dr. Valeriano Ferreras Paz, Robert Bosch GmbH
Juergen Laur, Merck KGaA
Dr. Ingo Rotscholl, TechnoTeam GmbH
Winfried Schwedler, ams-OSRAM International GmbH
Patrick von Unold, next system
Dr. Juergen Wahl
Martin Zobl, BMW Group

**HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR PAPER**

Submit your proposal until 07. October 2024 (deadline) online via www.electronic-displays.de.

Requirements for submission:

- Login with existing account or create new account
- Contact data incl. biography/CV (only for new accounts), presentation title, short abstract (max. 1,000 characters).
- If all is well prepared, the submission can be done in 15 minutes!

The conference language is English. The time slot for each speaker is 20 minutes, except keynotes. Applications for posters are as well appreciated, they have a huge impact during coffee breaks.

Please find more details on the Call for Papers and the submission at www.electronic-displays.de.

**Important deadlines:**

- Abstract submission: 07. October 2024
- Notification of authors: November 2024
- Paper or presentation for edC proceedings: February 2025

For any questions or further details on topics etc., please contact the chairman of edC:
Karlheinz Blankenbach (kb@displaylabor.de)

**Further questions?** Please contact Juliane Heger, WEKA (jheger@weka-fachmedien.de) for the event and organization or approach the conference committee.